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  i 
专用缩写词英汉对照表 
1D = One-Dimensional 一维 
2D = Two-Dimensional 二维 
BIRD = Bilinear Rotation Decoupling 双线性旋转去偶 
COSY = COrrelated SpectroscopY 相关波谱 
CPMG = Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill CPMG 序列 
DDF = Distant Dipole Field 远程偶极场 
DMSO = DiMethyl SulphOxide 二甲基亚砜 
DNP = Dynamic Nuclear Polarization 动态核极化 
DQF = Double-Quantum Filtered 双量子滤波 
EPI = Echo-Planar Imaging 平面回波成像 
EPSI = Echo-Planar Spectroscopic Imaging 平面回波波谱成像 
fMRI = functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 功能磁共振成像 
FT = Fourier Transform 傅立叶变换 
GEMS = Gradient Echo Multi-scan  多扫描梯度回波 
HETCOR = HETeronuclear CORrelation spectroscopy 异核化学相关谱 
HMBC = Heteronuclear Multiple Bond Correlation  
Spectroscopy 
异核多键偶合相关
谱 
HMQC = Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum Correlation  
Spectroscopy 
异核多量子相关谱 
HOMOGENIZED = HOMOGeneity ENhancement by 
Intermolecular ZEroquantum 
Detection 
分子间零量子检测
的均匀性增强 
HSQC = Heteronuclear Single Quantum Correlation  
Spectroscopy 
异核单量子相关谱 
iDQC = intermolecular Double-Quantum Coherence 分子间双量子相干 
iDQF = intermolecular Double-Quantum Filter 分子间二量子滤波 
iMQC = intermolecular Multiple-Quantum Coherence 分子间多量子相干 
iSQC = intermolecular Single-Quantum Coherence 分子间单量子相干 
iZQC = intermolecular Zero-Quantum Coherence 分子间零量子相干 
mD = Multi-Dimensional 多维 
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  ii 
MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging 磁共振成像 
MRS = Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 磁共振波谱 
MRSI = Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging 磁共振波谱成像 
NMR = Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 核磁共振 
NOE = Nuclear Overhauser Effect 核 Overhauser 效应 
NOESY = Nuclear Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY NOE 谱 
PENDANT = Polarization Enhancement During 
Attached Nucleus Testing 
直接相连核的极化
增强检测 
RF = Radio Frequency 射频 
WURST = Wide Uniform Rate and Smooth Truncation 宽带均匀速率与平
滑截断 
SE = Spin Echo 自旋回波 
SECSY = Spin Echo Correlated SpectroscopY 自旋回波相关谱 
SEMS = Spin Echo Multi- Scan  多扫描自旋回波 
SNR = Signal Noise Ratio 信噪比 
SOFAST = band-Selective Optizmized Flip-Angle Short 
-Transient 
频带选择优化翻转
角的短等待时间 
SPEN = SPatiotemporal Encoding 时空编码 
TANGO = Testing for Adjacent Nuclei with a Gyration 
Operator 
相邻核的旋转操作
检测 
TOCSY = TOtal Coherence SpectroscopY 全自旋相干转移回
波谱 
xSPEN = Cross-term SPatiotemporal Encoding 交叉时空编码 
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